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We use data from the T-SAGE instrument on board the MICROSCOPE space mission to search
for Lorentz violation in matter-gravity couplings as described by the Lorentz violating Standard-
Model Extension (SME) coefficients (āeff)wµ , where (µ = T,X, Y, Z) and (w = e, p, n) for the electron,
proton and neutron. One of the phenomenological consequences of a non-zero value of those coef-
ficients is that test bodies of different composition fall differently in an external gravitational field.
This is similar to “standard” tests of the universality of free fall, but with a specific signature that
depends on the orbital velocity and rotation of the Earth. We analyze data from five measurement
sessions of MICROSCOPE spread over a year finding no evidence for such a signature, but setting
constraints on linear combinations of the SME coefficients that improve on best previous results
by one to two orders of magnitude. Additionally, our independent linear combinations are different
from previous ones, which increases the diversity of available constraints, paving the way towards a
full decorrelation of the individual coefficients.

INTRODUCTION

Introduction – The Einstein Equivalence Principle is
the foundation of General Relativity and all metric theo-
ries of gravitation. It includes - among others - the Weak
Equivalence Principle (WEP) and Local Lorentz Invari-
ance (LLI)[1]. The WEP, which states that the univer-
sality of free fall for bodies with negligible self-gravity,
has been tested recently by the MICROSCOPE space
mission with a sensitivity of < 2 × 10−14 to the Eötvös
parameter [2]. MICROSCOPE compared the differential
acceleration of two test-masses of different composition
(Ti and Pt). No composition-dependent deviation from
geodesic motion was found, but this first analysis has
improved by about one order of magnitude the previous
constraints obtained from torsion balance experiments
and Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) [3–6].

The MICROSCOPE mission also offers a valuable op-
portunity to constrain the matter-gravity sector of the
Standard-Model Extension (SME), an effective field the-
ory developed to characterize low-energy signatures of
Planck-scale physics [7–11], and particularly Lorentz in-
variance violations [9]. The SME is a general framework
allowing for systematic searches for LLI violation. The
latter is quantified by SME tensor fields (more precisely
their vacuum expectation values, called coefficients) that
parameterize the amplitude of the LLI violation.

Different combinations of coefficients can be probed ef-
fectively by different physical systems. Hence the SME
has been used to explore LLI across a large range of phe-
nomena. While we refer the reader to Ref. [12] for an
annually-updated review of experimental and observa-
tional progress and a full list of references, we briefly
summarize the breadth of these efforts. Nongravita-
tional SME tests have been performed with a wide range
of systems including atomic clocks [13–16], comagne-
tometers [17], neutrino [18] and meson [19] oscillations,
quark production [20], muon g − 2 experiments[21], tor-
sion pendula [22], particle traps [23], resonant cavities
[24], and astrophysical photon propagation [25]. Com-
plementary progress has been made via many gravita-
tional SME searches [26] including tests with gravimeters
[27, 28], spin precession [29], solar-system data [11, 30],
LLR [31, 32], gravitational waves [33], WEP experiments
[11, 34, 35], pulsar timing [36, 37], short-range gravity
[38], and very long baseline interferometry [39].

In this work we focus on matter-gravity couplings [11],
i.e. to what extent the behavior of a test body in a gravi-
tational field is affected by couplings to Lorentz-violating
background fields. The WEP tests are novel among
gravitational tests for their ability to distinguish the
species-dependent coefficients associated with matter-
gravity couplings from the universal gravity-sector co-
efficients. Moreover, relative measurements on colocated
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test particles offer higher-precision tests compared with
other observables in which Lorentz violation in matter-
gravity couplings has been sought [11, 27, 29, 30, 32, 36].
This combination makes MICROSCOPE an ideal system
in which to search for these effects. We are sensitive to
violations arising from the composition dependent (āeff)µ
coefficient, which has been the primary target of searches
in matter-gravity couplings to date. Our sensitivity is in-
dependent of the universal gravitational coefficient s̄µν ,1

with which it has been fully correlated in many of the
other high-sensitivity searches such as LLR tests [32].

We present the first results of a LLI test with the MI-
CROSCOPE space mission, searching for a putative non-
zero value of (āweff)µ for the fundamental atomic particles
(w = e, p, n). We analyzed five measurement sessions
spread over 2017 to search for an orientation dependent
differential acceleration of the Pt vs. Ti test masses.
As the (āeff)µ vector is constant in a sun centered non-
rotating frame [11] , the dependence of the expected ac-
celeration on the position and orientation of the instru-
ment is more complex than for the “simple” WEP test,
hence a specific data analysis was necessary, that is com-
plementary to ref. [2].

Theoretical model – We developed a theoretical model
that allows us to extract the values of (āeff)µ from the
differential acceleration measurements and in-flight data
(orbit, attitude, gravity and gravity gradients, temper-
atures, ...). The MICROSCOPE satellite was in a he-
liosynchronous circular orbit at 710 km altitude and spin-

ning around an axis (the y-axis in the instrument frame)
that is perpendicular to the orbital plane. We use mea-
surements of the differential acceleration of the two test
masses along the x-axis, which is the most sensitive axis
of the instrument. For all details on the mission and the
T-SAGE instrument see [2] and references therein.

The contributions to the SME action for a body B of
mass mB that are relevant here take the form (see [11]
for details)

SB '
∫
dλ(−mBc

√
−gµνuµuν − (aBeff)µu

µ/c) , (1)

where c is the speed of light, gµν is the metric tensor,
uµ ≡ dxµ/dλ is the four velocity of B, λ parameterized
the path of B, and (aBeff)µ is a composition-dependent
field that vanishes when LLI is satisfied. The effective
coefficient (āeff)µ is a combination of āµ and ēµ coef-
ficients (āeff)µ ≡ āµ − mc2ēµ, and is generally written
with a numerical factor α that depends on the specifics
of the theory [11]. Conventionally constraints are given
directly for α(āeff)µ.

We use the Lagrangian for a test mass in the field
sourced by the Earth that is obtained from (1) (see [11]
Sec. VII.A. for details) to derive a model that relates
the MICROSCOPE differential acceleration measure-
ments and in-flight data to α(ā
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where quantities solid-underlined and in red need to be
estimated in our data analysis by fitting the model to the
data, and quantities dotted-underlined are obtained from
the mission center and INPOP planetary ephemerides
[40].

Three coordinate systems are used in this model: the
instrument frame x̂µ, the geocentric frame (GCRF) x̃µ,
and Sun centered frame Xµ. The latter two coordinate
systems are kinematically non-rotating [41]. The data
provided by the mission data center are: the differen-
tial acceleration γx̂, the satellite attitude given by Rµ̂µ̃

1 (aBeff)µ and sµν are SME fields for which SME coefficients (āBeff)µ
and s̄µν provide vacuum expectation values in spontaneous
Lorentz violation scenarios.

the rotation matrix from the GCRF to the instrument
frame, the orbital position of the satellite x̃orb, the gra-
dient of the Earth’s gravitational potential in the instru-
ment frame gx̂ and the satellite angular acceleration Ω̇x̂.
We also use the gravity gradient tensor Tx̂x̂, and the
satellite angular velocity matrix Ωx̂x̂ [2], introduced in
the model through the matrix Sx̂x̂ = Tx̂x̂ + Ω2

x̂x̂. The
first four terms of the model depend on the off-centering
of the test masses along x̂, ŷ and ẑ axes - respectively
∆x̂,∆ŷ and ∆ẑ - and on an overall bias b, all of unknown
amplitude [2]. The parameters ∆x̂,∆ŷ, b need to be es-
timated together with the SME coefficients in order to
correctly take into account any correlations between the
SME parameters and these “technical” ones. The offcen-
tering ∆ŷ is less critical as the satellite is spinning around
the ŷ axis, which is perpendicular to the orbital plane,
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thus the coefficient of the ∆ŷ term is much smaller. It
is obtained from dedicated calibration sessions and pro-
vided by the mission centre. Finally, GM⊕, R⊕, ωĩ are
the gravitational parameter, mean radius, and angular
velocity of the Earth, r2 = (x̃orb)2 +(ỹorb)2 +(z̃orb)2, and
βI ≡ vI/c is the Earth’s orbital velocity obtained from IN-
POP planetary ephemerides. The basic sampling interval
of all data files is 0.25 s except the orbit data (1 min) and
temperature data (1 s), which we interpolated to 0.25 s.

Note that (2) is expressed in terms of a differen-
tial SME coefficient, which following the method de-
scribed in Ref. [11] Sec. VI.B. and taking into account
the isotopic composition of the Pt:Rh and Ti:Al:V alloys

used in MICROSCOPE [2], is α(ā
(d)
eff )µ = Aα(ā

(n-e-p)
eff )µ,

where (ā
(n-e-p)
eff )µ ≡ (ān

eff)µ − (āe
eff)µ − (āp

eff)µ, and A '
0.06 GeV−1.

The modulations of the Lorentz violation signal are
mainly due to the oscillation of gx̂ at fEP = forb + fspin

(fEP ≈ 3.1 mHz, forb ≈ 0.17 mHz [2]), where forb

and fspin are respectively the orbital and rotational fre-
quency of the satellite. Additionally, the model also has
an annual modulation mainly via the dependence on the
Earth’s orbital velocity (βX , βY , βZ). Finally, additional
modulations at forb arise from the small terms in the sec-
ond line of (2). In summary, the frequencies involved in
the SME model are : {fspin, fspin + forb, fspin + 2forb}
each of which are affected by annual sidebands.

Data and statistical analysis – Our data consists of
5 measurement sessions (nos. 210, 218, 326, 358, 404)
with durations ranging from 4 to 8 days, spread over
Feb. to Sept. 2017 (see fig. 1). Whilst this obviously
implies large dead times between sessions, the propor-
tion of missing or corrupted data within each session was
remarkably low (< 10−5). One of the sessions (no. 218,
Feb. 2017) was the same one as used in [2], which allowed
cross-checks (see below).

Considering the large dead times between sessions and
the complexity of the noise (see fig. 2), we worked in the
time domain using a Least-Squares Monte-Carlo (LSMC)
analysis. This method is an efficient and simple way to
deal with coloured noise and gaps [42, 43] by simulating
a large number (N ∼ 10000) of synthetic data sets with
the same noise characteristics and gaps as the real one
and least squares fitting the model to each of them. The
values of the fit parameters are obtained from the real
data set, their statistical uncertainties and correlations
from the N simulated ones.

The raw differential acceleration (γx̂) data is first high
pass filtered by removing a polynomial of order 5 to ac-
count for slow drifts and variations. We do this in a first
step for simplicity, but we have verified that fitting the
polynomial together with our model (2) does not change
our results, nor does using a higher order polynomial.
The noise can be modelled by a sum of a low frequency
pink noise, with a f−1 slope, and a high frequency noise
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FIG. 1. Temporal distribution over the year of the measure-
ments sessions used for our analysis. Numbers on top indicate
the number of complete satellite orbits in the session. The
sine curves indicate the form of the temporal evolution of βX
(∝ sin(ΩT )) and βY , βZ (∝ cos(ΩT )) used in (2), where Ω is
the annual frequency.

with a f4 slope. The first one is the thermal noise of the
gold wire connecting the test masses to the outer cage [2],
the second one is the second derivative of the position
measurement (white) noise. The corresponding power
spectral density (PSD) model Sγ(f) = a−1f

−1 + a4f
4 is

fitted to the PSD of the data residuals after the fit of (2).
The obtained values of a−1 and a4 for each session are
then used to generate the synthetic data sets. Figure 2
shows the

√
PSD of the residuals from one session (no.

404, July 2017) together with the best fit model. The
agreement is satisfactory in the region of interest around
3.1± 0.2 mHz where our signal is located.
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FIG. 2.
√

PSD of the acceleration measurement residu-
als in blue, and the two-slopes model (see text) in orange
with amplitudes a−1 = 2.2 × 10−24 (m s−2)2 and a4 =
2.3× 10−17 (m s−2)2Hz−5.
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Systematic effects – As discussed in detail in [2] the
by far dominant systematic effect in the frequency re-
gion of interest is related to thermal fluctuations that
give rise to corresponding fluctuations of γx̂. The corre-
sponding coupling coefficient between the temperature of
the instrument and the differential acceleration was de-
termined by dedicated measurement sessions where the
baseplate temperature was varied intentionally [2], giv-
ing γx̂ = C∆T where ∆T is the baseplate temperature
fluctuation and C = 4.3×10−9 m s−2K−1. To determine
the corresponding effect on our parameter estimations we
used the baseplate temperature data, “converted” it to
acceleration data using C, and analysed it using the same
LSMC method as for the acceleration data. The resulting
parameters and their uncertainties (to be conservative we
used the quadratic sum of the two) are then our estimate
of the systematic uncertainties. The noise model used
for the temperature data S∆T (f) = d−2f

−2 + d0 con-
tains white measurement noise of the thermistors and a
f−2 component that could be a random walk tempera-
ture noise. Figure 3 presents temperature data residuals
(after removal of slow drifts by a 3rd order polynomial)
from one session (July 2017) and the best fit model, show-
ing good agreement in the region of interest.
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FIG. 3.
√

PSD of the temperature measurement residuals in
blue, and the two-slopes model in orange (see text) with am-
plitudes d−2 = 1.3×10−10 K2Hz and d0 = 3.3×10−4 K2Hz−1.

Results – We first checked our analysis method by
comparing it to previous work [2]. To do so, we anal-
ysed the same single session as [2] (no. 218) and sim-
plified our model (2) by setting all SME parameters to

zero except α(ā
(d)
eff )T. Then the model is identical to

a standard WEP test, with the simple correspondence

δ = 2α(ā
(d)
eff )T, where δ is the the Eötvös parameter.

The results are summarized in table I. Our results agree,
within their uncertainties, with the ones of [2], which
are δ = (−1 ± 9stat ± 9syst) × 10−15. Our slightly larger
uncertainties could be due to the LSMC estimator be-
ing non-optimal and/or slight discrepancies of our noise

Parameter Value and uncertainties Units

δ (4.0± 9.6stat ± 13.0syst)× 10−15 −
∆x (20.2± 0.04)× 10−6 m

∆z (−5.77± 0.04)× 10−6 m

TABLE I. Estimations of the Eötvös parameter δ and the
offcenterings for session 218. For the offcenterings only sta-
tistical uncertainties are shown. All correlation coefficients
are ≤ 0.08.

models or evaluation of the systematics. Nonetheless, the
good agreement between two independent analyses is a
valuable and conclusive cross-check.

For the global SME analysis we weight the data of
each session by the inverse of the square of the total
uncertainty on δ obtained for each individual session,
which are (3.8, 1.6, 2.7, 1.6, 1.0) × 10−14 for sessions no.
(210, 218, 326, 358, 404). We carry out a global LSMC
fit of (2) using those weights, obtaining estimates, un-
certainties, and correlations for the four combinations

α(ā
(d)
eff )µ, 10 offcenterings (2 per session), and 5 biases.

The results for the SME coefficients are given in Tab.II.

Coefficient Value and uncertainties [GeV]

α(ā
(n-e-p)
eff )T (6.3± 12) (10)(6.0)× 10−14

α(ā
(n-e-p)
eff )X (0.81± 1.7) (1.4)(0.98)× 10−9

α(ā
(n-e-p)
eff )Y (0.67± 3.1) (1.4)(2.7)× 10−7

α(ā
(n-e-p)
eff )Z (−1.55± 7.1) (3.2)(6.3)× 10−7

TABLE II. SME coefficients obtained from the global analy-
sis of five sessions. 2nd and 3rd brackets show statistical and
systematic uncertainties (68% confidence) respectively. Cor-
relation coefficients are ∼ 0.9 between T and X components,
∼ 1 between Y and Z, and ≤ 0.02 otherwise.

Given the large correlations between the SME coef-
ficients we also perform a singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the covariance matrix to determine uncorre-
lated linear combinations of coefficients (see appendix C
of [14] for details). The resulting linear combinations
a1, a2, a3, a4 are given in Tab.III, and their values and
uncertainties in Tab.IV.

α(ā
(n-e-p)
eff )T α(ā

(n-e-p)
eff )X α(ā

(n-e-p)
eff )Y α(ā

(n-e-p)
eff )Z

a1 1.0 −6.0 10−5 4.8 10−6 2.0 10−6

a2 5.9 10−5 0.99 0.11 0.050

a3 −1.3 10−5 −0.12 0.91 0.39

a4 1.2 10−9 −4.9 10−5 −0.40 0.92

TABLE III. Composition of the independent linear combina-

tions of α(ā
(n-e-p)
eff )µ coefficients obtained using a SVD of their

covariance matrix.

We use the results of the SVD decomposition to pro-
vide an order of magnitude estimate of the so called
“maximal sensitivity” constraints, i.e. assuming in turn
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SME linear combination Value and uncertainty [GeV]

a1 (1.7± 5.5)× 10−14

a2 (0.85± 1.7)× 10−9

a3 (0.33± 1.2)× 10−9

a4 (−1.7± 7.7)× 10−7

TABLE IV. Independent linear combinations of SME coeffi-
cients and their uncertainties (68% confidence).

that all coefficients except one are zero, and logarith-
mically rounding the 2σ uncertainty [12]. This leads
to 10−13 GeV for α(āweff)T , 10−9 GeV for α(āweff)Y , and
10−8 GeV for α(āweff)X,Z , an improvement by one order
of magnitude on best previous results for α(āweff)X,Y,Z
[27, 32, 36] and two orders of magnitude on α(āweff)T
[3, 11, 12].

Finally, in order to test for the possibility of hidden sys-
tematic effects we have repeated our analysis for different
subsets of the data, by excluding individual measurement
sessions, one at a time (so called “jackknife” procedure,
see e.g. [32]). All results agree with each other and the
full analysis within the uncertainties, thus providing no
indication of any hidden systematics.

Conclusion – We have carried out a test of LLI mod-
elled as anomalous matter-gravity couplings in the SME,
and found no indication of any LLI violation. Using 5
measurement sessions of the MICROSCOPE space mis-
sion we set constraints on linear combinations of the cor-
responding SME coefficients α(āweff)µ, improving on best
previous results [3, 11, 12, 27, 32] by one order of mag-
nitude on α(āweff)X,Y,Z and two orders of magnitude on
α(āweff)T , when assuming independence of the coefficients
(so called “maximal sensitivity” constraints” [12]). Ad-
ditionally, our independent linear combinations are dif-
ferent from previous ones, which increases the diversity
of available constraints paving the way towards a full
decorrelation of the individual coefficients. More specif-
ically, the results constrain Lorentz/WEP violation to
well below to the mass scale of the electron (10−3 GeV),
thus placing severe constraints on the scenario of “large”
Lorentz violation [44].

In the near future we expect to improve these first
results, by analysing more data and by improving the
estimation of the limiting systematic effect (thermal sen-
sitivity). More data will help decorrelating the T and
X components of α(āweff)µ. Indeed Fig.1 shows that the
sampling of the evolution of βX with our present data
is close to a constant, hence the correlation with the T
component. However, the Y and Z components will al-
ways be strongly correlated, as the evolution of βY and
βZ is identical. Only the small terms in the second and
third lines of (2) will eventually allow some decorrelation.
Finally, accelerations along the other two axes of the in-
strument were also measured and could be included in
future analysis.

The MICROSCOPE mission has already provided
ground-breaking results in fundamental gravitational
physics, in different theoretical models [2, 45–48]. Our
first constraints in the SME presented here, add to the
ever-growing literature on the results of what is one of the
most successful space missions in fundamental physics so
far.
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